Hood, best known for her short stories, has written e Knitting Circle, a novel about a mother who has lost her fi ve-year-old daughter, suddenly and tragically, to meningitis.
Both Strayed and Hood drew on their own experience for their novels. In 2002, Hood' s fi ve-year-old daughter, Grace, died suddenly from a virulent form of strep. Of that experience, Hood has written, "In this time of most enormous grief after Grace died, there is no day or night. ere is just loss."
We encounter e Knitting Circle' s Mary Baxter at a similar place, shortly after the death of her fi ve-year-old daughter, Stella. Since her loss, Mary has been unable to return to any semblance of her life, either as a wife or as a writer for a small Providence newspaper. "What you need," her mother tells her, "is to learn to knit."
Simply because she fi nds herself incapable of anything else, Mary reluctantly joins a local knitting circle. ere, she meets Scarlet, Lulu, Beth, Harriet, Alice and Ellen. As they spend time together talking and knitting, Mary discovers that each of the women has come to the circle with her own story of loss, using knitting as therapy when everything else has failed. As Scarlet knowingly tells Mary in the beginning, " at' s how it is at fi rst. You knit to save your life." Over time, inspired by the honesty and courage of these women, Mary is fi nally able to tell them her own story and begin recovering, however slowly and imperfectly.
Centered so fully on Mary' s paralyzing grief, the story is a diffi cult one to dramatize. Hood uses Mary' s knitting circle to enliven the narrative, dedicating entire chapters to each woman' s story. While intriguing and rich in detail, these stories are mostly vignettes. ey are also told through conversation, which often doesn't work. For example, when Alice reaches a moment of tension in her own story, she tells Mary, " e air conditioner came on noisily, as if it had to work very hard to send out cold air." Such detail works fi ne in straight narrative but sounds improbable coming out a character' s mouth.
With her last short-story collection, An Ornithologist's Guide to Life, Hood established herself as a talented writer. Her stories often create an uncomfortable sense that, despite all appearances, everyone has secrets. In one story in that collection, " e Rightness of ings," Rachel, a young mother, learns to reshape her life after her husband has left her, having lost her original vision of how things would always be.
e Knitting Circle continues to explore this question of how a woman who has become one type of person-in this case a mother-is suddenly forced by a loss to start anew. As Mary' s husband, Dylan, says to her, "Without Stella, it's hard to remember who we are." Hood shows us how Mary starts over-though she does so just barely, and only through the friendship of her knitting circle.
As so many writers have recently shown, the emotion of deep loss is enormously compelling when translated into art. Yet it is diffi cult to write about one's own personal grief while still maintaining the necessary distance to craft a piece of art. ough her novel lacks the toughness, independence and imagination that characterize her short stories, Hood has done remarkably well in distancing her experience from e Knitting Circle, allowing her personal story to become the stories of others. (LH) MacAdam/Cage, 2007, 444 pp., $25 Sheri Joseph' s debut novel, Stray, is a fearless examinaStray, is a fearless examinaStray tion of the myriad deeds and relationships love inhabits-from charitable acts of kindness, to marriage, to sexual liaisons so unlikely that they appear to make no sense. A lover's triangle of two men and a woman would usually be thought to consist of a wife cheating on her husband, a woman with two lovers. In Stray, Stray, Stray it's the husband who has two lovers-one his wife and the other his boyfriend. e husband is a thirty-year-old musician just beginning to settle into married life. His wife, Maggie, is a Mennonite lawyer of unshakable faith in her place in the world, and the lover is a college student surviving on the tired kindness of an ailing professor. It is more than the seductive storyline that drives this novel, though; it is the unrelenting mess created when good intentions overlap again and again with unavoidable physical entanglement.
Stray

By Sheri Joseph
Joseph's fi rst book, Bear Me Safely Over, is a cycle of stories that features Bear Me Safely Over, is a cycle of stories that features Bear Me Safely Over two of the characters from Stray, Kent and Paul, and describes the awkward Stray, Kent and Paul, and describes the awkward Stray genesis of their relationship. Love and how it blends and mutes the boundaries between straight and gay are themes of both books. In Stray, however, Stray, however, Stray there are few traces of previous characters' homophobia; rather, what occurs is a manifestation of genuine compassion through the portrayal of modernday Mennonites and the quiet tolerance evident in daily private acts of kindness and pacifi sm.
